descriptions of works
In Waveness (sea)water, light, paper and micro-organisms portray
themselves. Pouring (sea)water with micro-algae on fibre based photo
papers causes the paper to undulate, transforming its hue. The resulting
prints gradually disconnect from my intervention; each image being a
combined response of several actors. After drying, some prints were
enlarged and printed, some woven.
Sehebenen examines the egocentrism in Blanchot’s and Rilke’s texts that
refer to the 19th century ‘death mask’ l’Inconnue de la Seine through
physical appropriation of their manuscripts and editing marks. ‘Sehebene’
(‘field of vision’) refers to a plane on which fore– and background become
fully integrated. It appears in an emancipatory study of early Christian
decorative art (Alois Riegl, Late Roman Art Industry, 1901). In Sehebenen this
has been translated in a becoming intertwined of the exhibition text, source
material and objects/images that have been developed from this source
material.
Sehebene is a wallpaper skirting placed underneath and between formica
panels in former diamond shop in Antwerp Central Station. The patterns
are based on the design of the veneer walls (including trompe l’oeil doors to
backrooms). The skirting formed the backdrop for a series of three shows
that were installed in the shop. Special thanks to Ada Van Hoorebeke and
Nele Tas.

qsds/sgsh is based upon the wish to physically dissolve into one’s surroundings,
like certain insects do by means of mimicry and trompe l’oeil: resisting visibility.
These prints show a design for a staircase runner on which the depicted space
seems to collide with itself, resulting in relief-like compositions.
In Fffhhh, Ssszzhh –or– Fffhhh, Cchhzzz the double exposure of a negative
and positive image of the salon in Vila La Roche counteracts Le Corbusier’s
(modernism’s) ideal of spatial relations. This indeterminacy continues in the
exhibition poster showing a moment of the show’s history, destabilising
definitive exhibition display. The idea of leafing through a publication as
a passage through space and time serves as a matrix for this display.

to see the inability to see as part of the remote* archivist

Welcome to our Boussole Désuète (Outdated Compass). It comes from a calligraphic sketch used in
That Seeing and Looking at Oneself or The Elephant
in the Seminar (1977) by Fernand Deligny. This figure
functions like a map for seeing beyond a threshold: from Us (Nous) towards us (nous). The text is
about the issue of one group dominating another,
alienating them. For example: men have decided
for and done terrible things to elephants, just as
they have for youngsters diagnosed with ‘autism’
– Fernand’s lifelong engagement as an educator
and youth worker.

◐ Dear reader,

◪ Extinguish is one of the hints in the quick
crossword Nr. 13.692 from my collection.
/ cause (a fire or light) to cease to burn or shine.
put an end to; destroy.
subdue or reduce (someone) to silence. /

In the archive I looked for books with particular content
that could relate to extinguish. I found one book called
de Appel by Marga van Mechelen. On pages 342 and
343 it describes an installation piece by Maria Nordman
called Tjoba from 1982.
With de Appel support she transformed a ship
into a traveling exhibition. She went from one harbour
city to another, bringing the exhibition to every port she
docked. Two photos of a small Ginkgo tree particularly
caught my attention. The tree was contained inside the
ship, suspended in a metal construction that seemed to

keep balance from the vessel’s movement. The figure
of the prehistoric Ginkgo arose as an example of ongoingness and memory. The red thread that survives even
when there is an extreme destruction, like that of the
atomic bomb. After Hiroshima’s fire was extinguished
among the ruins, six Ginkgo trees remained alive. One
of them was located next to a totally destroyed temple.
When the survivors decided to rebuild the temple, they
made it surround the tree. Perhaps the skill of surviving in an ancient low oxygen atmosphere allowed it to
overcome the oxidation brought by the atomic radiation.
To draw and clinch your soul for once
inseparably with mine,
Then travel on.

—Out from Behind This Mask, Walt Whitman (1855).

◐ An outdated compass proposes a different perspective towards space and time. As outsiders
of the institution, we were invited to work in de
Appel’s archive where we decided to engage with
its discarded documents. While digging through its
collection we noticed we were activating the archive
as an outdated compass that navigated us back
to some understanding of our present moment.
One of the things we found was a discarded press
release accompanying de Appel exhibition Fluiten
in het Donker (2011) that quoted a ‘Beckettian impression’ which origin we haven’t been able to trace
yet: to see the inability to see.

⬖ Our ‘bottle in the message’ will travel in the bag
of a post-wo(man), will cross borders, to arrive in
another space, hopefully yours. It carries fragments
of The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction (1986) by Ursula
K. Le Guin. Here she proposes a new definition for
the origin of technology as a cultural carrier bag; a
bottle, a container, a box, instead of a weapon of
domination. She then takes us to Virginia Woolf’s
notebook, in which she was planning a glossary for
her essay Three Guineas. Woolf had thought of reinventing English based upon a new plan: “One of
the entries in Woolf’s glossary is heroism, defined
as “botulism.” And hero, in Woolf’s dictionary, is
“bottle.” The hero as a bottle, a stringent reevaluation. I now propose the bottle as hero.”
Botulism is a potentially fatal illness caused by
Clostridium botulinum bacteria. They are common
in both water and soil, like amphibians, and are not
toxic unless exposed to low levels of oxygen whereupon they can’t breathe. The disease botulism begins with muscle weakness and blurred vision. The
victim loses the ability to see the inability to see.
A condition in which botulism could occur is
when food is preserved in a closed container. For example in a bottle of herb-infused olive oil. Similarly,
the archive in which we preserve knowledge, can be
seen as a container. Around this container, there are
always forces of control aiming to define the archive
intact, and keep it behind closed doors.

The words wake up in a hole,
In a dream or from a dream, they never find out
Homogeneous they find themselves
For it is dark and quiet
Unseen and unspoken, the words are gravid with
…....
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The invitation card accompanying de Appel
exhibition Fluiten in het Donker (2011) reads:
You whistle – and ask, am I alone in here?
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◐ While rereading The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction
one of us remarked how collecting food has become an activity that makes us so painfully aware
of the situation we have gotten ourselves into.
According to Ursula collecting oats, nuts, leaves,
roots and the like predated the killing of large mammals. Our first tool, one that brings energy home,
is the bag or recipient; a real hero. With the hunt
came the idea of the male hero and his stories
of killing. The novel, however, is a fundamentally
unheroic kind of story. To Ursula the novel is “...
like a sack, a bag. A book holds words, words hold
things. They bear meanings.” Novels have ordinary
people in them because heroes look bad in a bag
and need a pedestal, she writes.
If a book holds words that hold things bearing
meaning, then so does this letter. This is emphasised by the envelope floating in the universe: a
simple bag holding these things together. Once
outside of the envelope and inside the safe space
of your homes and personal archives, these words
may end up being dismissed into the waste-bin:
an unheroic archive of its own. As biologist Lyn
Margulis once said: “Garbage doesn’t go out, it
goes around and around!”
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On the opposite side of the paper,
archive visitors are given space to
cherish, celebrate and publish their
findings. De Appel Archive is kept
alive with a gentle touch, ample
attention, and remains ready to be
rediscovered, time and time again.

On one side of the paper, you will find
a record from de Appel Archive; be
it from years ago or just yesterday;
after all, how fast does an event turn
into an archival record? Referring
to the leaflets of documentation
that de Appel sent to its ‘followers’
in the 1970s, the Remote Archivist
commemorates the joy of receiving
printed matter in the mailbox. The
Remote Archivist will keep you
informed about what has taken place
and what is yet to become history.

The Remote* Archivist is a recurring
publication from the Archive of de
Appel that can also be accessed while
the reader is physically distant, or the
archive is far away. The distance, and
at the same time the fickle proximity
of digital platforms is now translated
into the tangibility of archivistic
messages.

THE REMOTE* ARCHIVIST

*afwezig, dromerig, ver weg,
afstandsbediening, afgelegen

Op de andere zijde krijgen
archiefvorsers ruimte om hun
vondsten te koesteren, te vieren en
hun bevindingen te publiceren. Het
archief wordt in leven gehouden
door tedere aanraking, door het
middelpunt van aandacht te zijn en
kan keer op keer worden herduid.

Op een zijde vind je een archiefstuk
uit het de Appel Archief – van jaren
geleden of van gisteren – immers, hoe
snel verwordt een gebeurtenis tot
een archiefstuk. Refererend aan de
informatiebladen met documentatie
die de Appel in de 70-tiger jaren naar
haar “volgers” stuurde, herbeleven we
met de Remote archivist de vreugde
van het ontvangen van drukwerk in
de brievenbus. De Remote archivist
houdt u op de hoogte van hetgeen dat
plaatsvond of nog in de geschiedenis
geplaatst zal worden.

De Remote* Archivist, een terugkerende uitgave uit het de Appel
Archief, bereikt je ook als je afwezig
bent of het archief ver weg is. De
afstand en tegelijkertijd nabije
vluchtigheid van digitale platforms
worden vertaald naar tastbare
archivistische berichten.

DE REMOTE* ARCHIVIST

de
Appel
Amsterdam
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This first series is made in
collaboration with Manifold Books,
Amsterdam. With thanks to AFK.

In this first series of three episodes,
Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet and
Martín La Roche Contreras have
been invited to take care of one side
of the paper. They have been regular
visitors and thorough researchers in
the Archive since de Appel moved
to Broedplaats Lely. In 2017, during a
collaboration with Martín La Roche
Contreras and Maartje Fliervoet
(Manifold Books), the term Remote
Archivist came into being due to the
archivist’s lack of time. Two years
later, during Arefeh Riahi’s archival
project “Un/folding Interventions”,
the three makers met and formed
“To See the Inability to See”.
Together they delved deeper into de
Appel’s Archive, connecting in their
love for paper things – especially
for the “aliens”; the pieces that
don’t belong anywhere. Their own
collections, memories, records and
the meticulous determination leading
to those lucky finds, culminated in
Outdated Compass. Here, nonarchivable and non-categorisable
knowledge resonates in the now, but
just a bit too late and out of time!
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archive@deappel.nl
www.deappel.nl

Archivaris: Nell Donkers
Ontwerp: Bardhi Haliti
Uitgever: de Appel

Deze eerste serie wordt gemaakt in
samenwerking met Manifold Books,
Amsterdam, met dank aan het AFK.

In deze eerste serie van drie
afleveringen zijn Arefeh Riahi,
Maartje Fliervoet en Martín La Roche
Contreras uitgenodigd om een
zijde voor hun rekening te nemen.
Ze zijn sinds de Appel in Lely huist
geregelde bezoekers en gedegen
onderzoekers in het archief. In
2017, tijdens een samenwerking
met Martín La Roche Contreras en
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books)
is – wegens tijdgebrek van de
archivaris – de term Remote Archivist
ontstaan. Twee jaar later tijdens
het archiefproject van Arefeh Riahi
“Un/folding Interventions” hebben
de drie makers elkaar ontmoet en
vormden “To See the Inability to See”.
Samen gingen ze als vanzelfsprekend
dieper het archief van de Appel in,
verbonden in hun voorliefde voor
papieren zaken – vooral voor de
“aliens”, de stukken die nergens
inpassen. Hun eigen collecties,
herinneringen, kennisdossiers en
de minutieuze determinatie van de
trouvailles mondde uit in Outdated
Compass. Hier wordt de richting een
bewegwijzering om niet-archiveerbare
en niet-categoriseerbare kennis te
laten resoneren in het nu, maar net te
laat en uit de maat!

sehebenen
Lecture by Ilse van Rijn, given at the occasion of the opening of Maartje Fliervoet’s
show ‘Sehebenen,’ 30 October – 27 November 2016, Bradwolff Projects,
Amsterdam.
Thank you, Maartje, Christine, for the invitation to give this lecture. I feel
very honored to present this talk in the context of ‘Sehebenen,’ zichtvlakken,
planes directing your/”our” views/sights. “Our” perspectives, whatever “we”
might be. Note the plural in the title, which is, according to me, essential to it.
And please forgive me “my” English, an attempt to communicate with you as
an audience, but English is not my mother tongue.
This afternoon, I’ll share with you my musings about perspective(s), and the
interplay between deconstruction and creation. It will be an autumnal talk,
let’s call it a pre-Halloween get-together, in which we’ll try to deal with, live
with, conquer death.
I’ll start this talk with an introductory anecdote, warming us up a little.
“It was a beautiful autumnal morning,” earlier this week. I was waking up later
than usual. Opening my eyes, I discovered that the ivy covering the façade of
the house opposite mine had turned a fluorescent red. It was as if it had
changed color overnight. You all know this feeling of sudden awareness. It is
as if minute, indiscernible perceptions, unconscious and inconspicuous, have
become remarkable. The ordinary – the house opposite mine- had become
notable. A threshold had been crossed: tiny perceptions gone unnoticed

till that day were drawn into clarity the moment curtains were pushed aside.
Opening my wardrobe I realized that I could impossibly wear t-shirts and thin
blouses any longer, no cotton skirts. Cold was blowing through everything,
invading like an army of unknown troops. A chilly breeze had started to
penetrate each and every cell. Indian Summer days were apparently over.
And yes indeed: cycling through the woods the previous weekend, we had
recognized the smell of decay. Of putrefaction. Of humus and fungi.
Yellowed leaves whirling around, the early setting of the sun transforming
an afternoon in twilight, it all marked a definite entry of Fall.
So musing about these seasonal changes, I was mentally rehearsing the
discussion about her work Maartje and I had had a few weeks before. And
suddenly it was as if our talk, nature’s transformations corresponding to the
time of the year, and my pulling on several layers started to interact. Since
wasn’t Maartje actually reflecting on that interaction between disintegration
(of nature in this case) and construction (my build of a protective shield of
cloth)? The folds of the several layers of fabric I was wearing in the meantime
not only covered my body, the textures of its many folds were also revealing
what they intended to hide, a structure more abstract: that it was cold
outside. A term had been applied to this turn of weather only that particular
morning: Fall. Without label the receding warmth had been nonlocalizable.
For me at least. I hadn’t been able to reduce the cold to a definite and clear,
perceivable object, acting upon it in turn. So Maartje’s work in the back of
my mind, I was wondering whether perspective has an object at all. Doesn’t

perspective have only an object until the moment we provide it with one?
The sentence with which I started this musing, “It was a beautiful autumnal
morning,” it wasn’t mine. It is Rainer Maria Rilke’s, he used it in his semiautobiographical The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge (1910). In this book
Rilke describes the experiences of Malte, a young exile and poet (Rilke
himself) living the life of a vagabond, wandering, erring, roaming the streets
of Paris just after the turn of the century. Malte/Rilke is a stranger, insecure,
unprotected, confronted with that unknown city too big for him. He suffers
days and sleepless nights of angst and tristesse due his nervousness vis-à-vis
that unfamiliar world: how to face it? Paris is a city where Malte doesn’t know
how to live or how to die. Death and decay are all around him however: in the
new public hospitals, on the streets that were populated with a growing mass
of people living in the city after industrialization had taken a flight. Malte
decides that the only way to understand how to live this unfamiliar life in Paris,
the only way to learn how to write in Paris as well, which is why he came to the
city in the first place, is to face the difficult conditions of life, including death.
He starts to embrace death, decay, delinquency. He begins to meet the ill in
the hospital and mental clinic La Salpêtrière, listening to their moaning,
groaning and screams. Digging into that strange world he is afraid of is
necessary in order to write poetry, Malte remarks at a certain point. He
doesn’t mean by that, that the tristesse of a world falling apart, publicly
showing its wounds, should literally be translated into poetry. Malte’s, i.e
Rilke’s poetical strategy rather implies that confronting life and death in

Paris, the poet comes into closer contact with himself. The world’s
deconstruction allows Malte/Rilke to stay true to himself: to face, death,
silence, the void within himself. It is from the experience of this inner silence
that poetry can surge.
Drawn against the background of the autumnal streets of Paris smelling of
death, Rilke formulates his poetics, which then springs from the double bind
of life and death. One of the elements on which Rilke’s poetic ideas are
projected is a death mask. The death mask is hanging next to the door of the
caster young Malte is visiting every day. Malte/Rilke is confronted with, “The
face of the young one who drowned, which someone copied in the morgue
because it was beautiful, because it was still smiling, because its smile was
so deceptive – as though it knew” (57). The mask is known as “The Unknown
Girl From the Seine,” and what’s intriguing about it, is that it smiles. Did the
girl face death happily? That’s what her heavenly expression seems to
suggest. Is it this euphoric death Rilke embraces in the mask, he who turned
death into fertile, creative ground? It is precisely this mask, the images of the
mask, and the writings about it (by both Rilke and French philosopher
Maurice Blanchot), Maartje took as her starting point for the work that is
here on show.
Much like in Rilke’s perspectives on poetry, movements of construction and
deconstruction make up Maartjes work, as I said before. Maartje’s
installations build on traces of what has been, on specters of the longer

or less long, but often forgotten pasts. She questions what actually makes up
these ancient stories, and why they have been ignored. Her works risen from
what has been obliterated, often demolished, deconstructing and inverting
the layers that construe the objects and their historical accounts. Maartje’s
work continues where Seth Siegelaub’s famous remarks relating to the art of
the 1960s stopped. Regarding Conceptual Art Siegelaub noticed that what
was conceived of as secondary information in relation to more traditional art
forms (painting, sculpture), had turned into primary information in relation to
Conceptual Art. Changing foreground and background, documentation as
well could become the work, consequently. Maartje’s installations enhance
the document’s altered position from background to foreground,
concentrating on the material of which it is conceived, reworking the
documentation, that is. Documentation has literally been used, overwriting it
and giving it an alternative context. This is the reason the manuscript of L’arrêt
de mort (Death sentence, 1948) of Maurice Blanchot, that other author
writing about the death mask and the traces of death, could figure on the
frontside of the invitation for this exhibition. Blanchot’s manuscript has been
transformed from source into an actual work.
Let’s go a step further into what the dynamics of construction/deconstruction
in Maartje’s work could entail.
So both Blanchot and Rilke are intrigued by the mask of “The Unknown Girl
from the Seine.” This is Blanchot. She is, he says about the death mask, an

adolescent with closed eyes. And he continues: “but alive with such a fine,
blissful (but veiled) smile, that one might have thought she had drowned in
an instant of extreme happiness. So unlike his own works, the mask of the
unknown girl had seduced Giacometti to such a point that he looked for a
young woman who might have been willing to undergo anew the test of that
felicity in death.” The fragment figures in an essay “Une voix venue d’ailleurs”
(A voice from elsewhere, 2002), a year before Blanchot passed away. In it
he refers to the years after the Second World War. Rilke, however, writes in
1910, just before the First World War. Both writers are preoccupied by the
death (and the death mask), but their deaths are given other faces. They are
examined in different contexts, perceived from other perspectives, that is.
As of Rilke, next to the endless images of death and life, of transience,
mortality and the ephemeral quality of life - interspersed with poetical
remarks, with comments on the art of writing poetry, that is - images of the
city stand out. And especially descriptions of walls. Walls demarcate the
routes Malte is walking, they mark and stabilize his trajectories in the dark,
banal and vulgar unknown. They thus set the very concrete limits of what one
could call inner space and outer space. Or of what once were termed the
private and the public realms.
Those two, the private and the public, had started to mingle in the Paris of the
beginning of the twentieth century. Paris had become a confusing mesh of
cables and railroads that entangled everything. The city had expanded due
to industrialization, as I said before. It had become anonymous. In order to

survive in this vast unknown it was necessary to set your limits. The walls in
Rilke’s account signal that necessity. What was once the private sphere was
enriched through a modern individualism at the beginning of the twentieth
century. The private of that period is perhaps closest to its comprehension in
Roman times, Hannah Arendt comments, when it signified a temporary
refuge from res publica. It can certainly not be approached to the Greek
understanding of the private, where those who lived “on ones own” (the
Greek “idion” from which the term idiotic is derived), were those who chose
to live not a public life (barbarians), or those who were not permitted to
(slaves). In Greek times, privacy was public life; those escaping from it were
deprived of something. And idiots at that.
What Malte/Rilke was looking for in order to write was perhaps less privacy,
but intimacy. Wasn’t it intimacy that divulged itself in the death mask? It was
the sphere of intimacy that started to develop not prior to the modern age in
its variety and manifoldness, Hannah Arendt continues. She points out the
quest for an intimacy of the heart at the time, which had no place in public.
Intimacy had to be shielded against the mingling of private and public, and
their submersion into society. Intimacy had to be protected against the
demands of society, where each individual was equated with a rank within a
social framework (“Seen from this viewpoint, the modern discovery of
intimacy seems a view from a whole outer world into the inner subjectivity of
the individual, which formerly had been protected by the private realm.” [The
Human Condition 69, 70]). Rilke’s is a silent rebellion against society, against

conformism inherent in society. The death Rilke was protesting against
was the sterile death of the city, a faceless death. Trying to find words for the
mask, describing the mask, death is given a voice, paradoxically so, Blanchot
says writing about Rilke’s poetical strategies. Writing in general, and Rilke’s
Malte in particular, expresses what cannot be named. Writing articulates the
fact that “it,” intimacy, but also writing, cannot be named: writing = death. The
very need of writing, according to Blanchot, is precisely the necessity to
express the unutterable aspect of language and thought.
I think Maartje’s is a tentative to unearth what cannot be or is all too often not
expressed as well. Once you describe something, you disentangle what you
name. Like Blanchot and Rilke labeling the object a death mask. But one could
wonder, together with a lot of scientists studying the mask, whether it is really a
death mask that fascinated Blanchot and Rilke. Or is it the smiling girl?
Blanchot and Rilke naming the object a death mask, they place a
perspective on it. And a problematic, perverted one at that, using and
deconstructing a woman’s dead (?) face in order to create their own theories
and poetics. “Our” knowledge of the object is channeled through sources that
shield the object from our view, consequently. The subsequent question is what
we actually see. Is it an object? And if so, what does it communicate, in reality?
Once you invert the layers between the object and its documentation, the
image changes color in front of our very eyes. Like the leaves on an autumnal
tree.

Maartje’s work allows you to perceive changes, be they tiny, transformations
of what has been there before. Her installations invite you to become aware
of and create alternative relationships between its constituent parts.
Dichotomies between image and text, foreground and background, object
and documentation/description are redefined in Sehebenen each time and
again. The attention to the techniques of cutting, filling and overlap, sewing
and printing implicit in the elements of the show generate an exhibition
resembling a montage. It is through this montage that axes of vision are
revalued. They are appropriated. Sehebenen generates idiotic relationships,
consequently, in the Greek etymology of the term, meaning “ones
(Maartje’s, “our”) own.”

